The board unanimously agreed to begin Giovannini’s termination.

Previously, it was required for students and faculty that test positive for COVID to undergo a diagnosis and exposure form on TCC’s website. TR instructor Varnessa Dorsey said, “We have made due to the decrease in demand and the Health Resources and Services administration’s decision to no longer fund COVID-19 testing or vaccinations, according to the TCC COVID-19 update webpage.”

“I understand that we want to get things back to normal, but define normal.”

Vanessa Dorsey, TR instructor, Tarrant County, page 2

“Closing the vaccine and testing sites may be problematic for some students, but there are still widely available community resources.” TR assistant dean of nursing Virginia Covington said.

“Perennials protocols have always been optional at TCC and many faculty, staff and students continue to choose than precautions.” Covington said. “The North Central Texas Trauma Regional Advisory Council and the Tarrant County Public Health have determined that new Tarrant County COVID-19 cases per 100,000 people are steadily decreasing at this time with a community classification level of low.”

Covington said it is a personal choice to take COVID precautions. “Mask or no mask can be up to individuals”, she said. “However, we need to ensure that those with a positive case of COVID-19 stay away from others.”

TR instructor Vanessa Dorsey said the public should still be cautious because the pandemic is still ongoing.

“I understand that we want to get things back to normal, but...”

See Protocols, page 2
Winter storm experience more positive than last

“...a lot of people complained that schools, businesses and other organizations were working too hard to prevent problems by closing too early. But I was glad many people were able to stay in and safe,” she said. “I loved sitting by the window watching the ice and snowfall while drinking coffee with my [husband].”

The Collegian reporter Kristen Bennett was deployed to Vietnam as a TCC executive vice president for advancement in the fall. She wishes she was able to play in the snow and go sledding with her kids but couldn’t due to her being COVID-19 positive. Additionally, Bennett recently filed a lawsuit against TCC for wrongful termination and sexual harassment.

In a lawsuit filed against TCC Feb. 7, Bennett disciplined her again, resulting in another meeting with Giovannini. In that meeting, she was called into his office again Aug. 30 and was told by the chancellor her conduct wouldn’t be remedied. He cited “touche” as the reason but didn’t give specifics, according to the suit. Instead, he placed her on an executive directive for a personal improvement plan. In a meeting the day after, Giovannini told Bennett she had written reports in person to avoid having any kind of paper trail.

In September, another incident occurred.
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and John. She said she loves being a mom way more than being a man. She said she kept it to herself because of how long she kept it to herself. The closest representative media to tell me, 'Hey, this is my very good shipmates called me out on it," she said. "And I was like, 'Oh, this is the easiest thing in the world.'"
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